
Language disordered children's reading and spelling:

Prellmlnary results
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A great number of children r,rho have been diagnosed as language
disordered during their pre-school years will have reading and

spelling difficulties at school (Rabinovitch, 1968, Bergendal,
1969, Bruce et al, 19781. This is so for a majority of the
language disordered children, even if some of them seem to
acquire wrÍtten language in much the same r¡¿ay as normal children
do. For a few exceptional ones it has been noticed that learning
to read and write is foll-otted by a sudden increase in their
speech productlon ability.

All language dísordered children do not show the same kind of
language disturbances. For some children speech perception
problems dominate, whíle for others different types of speech
production problems are the most prevalent. It should thus be
possible to identify subgroups withín the larger group of
language disordered children and to relate these subgroups to
chil-dren's l-ater reading and spelling success. By doing so' it
would be possible to find out if children with one type of
language disorders are more likely to become poor readers and/
or spellers than chil-dren with another type of disorders.

It has been reported in several studies (e.g' Liberman et al,
1977, Lundberg et al, 1980) that the best predictor of pre-
school chil-dren's future reading and spelling success is their
linguistic awareness. In studies of normally developing children
it has been shown that linguistic awareness increases with age

1 ) Paper presented at the 7th world Congress of Applied
Linguistics, Brussels, Belgium, August 5 - 10, 1984
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(Bruce, 1964, Calfee et aI, 1973, Liberman, 1973).

Results from studies with language disordered children (e.9.

curtiss, 1977, Magnusson, 1983) indicate that linguistic aware-

ness is not necessarily directty related to Lhe linguistic level
as manifested in chil-dren's speech production. In this perspec-

tive, it is of interest to study the relationshÍp between

Iinguistic av¡areness and language developmental leve1 in pre-
school children, (especially in language disordered pre-schooÌ

children) and their l-ater reading and spelling success.

l^Ie hypothesize that different linguistic and metalinguistic
factors are differentially refevant for l-earning to read and

spell. lfe are now going to report on a study where we have tried
to identify some such linguistic and metalinguistic factors and

to evaluate the.ir importance as predictors for language dis-
ordered children's later reading and spelling success.

The subjects ín this investigation are taken from an earlier
study by Magnusson (1983) where the phonology of 32 language

disordered children was descrlbed. The chil-dren had been diag-
nosed by speech pathologists but had not yet been enroled in
any language programs. The age of the subjects ranged from 3:9

to 6:6. Twentyfive of these chíldren agreed to take part in this
follow-up study. The recordings from the first study were made

six years ago. The children's speech production v¡as (at that
time) registered by means of a naming test and in spontaneous

speech.. A rhyming test was used to test their linguistic aware-

ness. From these data subclassifications were made, based on

- phonological- patterns
- phonological devianCe score based on va]ues for developmental

sEãtus, range and frequency values for each phonological pro-

- rhyming scores
- syntactic production evaluated in spontaneous speech

- Iexicon calculated from the naming task

From the production data, the subjects were dívided into four
subgroups with different phonological patterns consisting of'
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1 - children whose speech was nearly normaf

2 - children in whose speech implicational patterns could be

found. The degree to which the subjects deviated from the

norm differed, but they were classed together since the

. same imþlicational ordering coul-d be observed in the pat-
terns they'exhibited, i.e. the subjeets had reached differ-
ènt'devel-opmental- levels though following the same develop-
mental order.

3 - chíldren who had one dominating segmental problem. The

problêrnatic segment rl¡as not among the types that are the

latest to be acquired by normally developing children.

4 - children whose speech was characterized by word patterns.
Restriction of rord structure seemed to be a more important
determinant of theii -speech than substitutions 'orcluster
reducÈion patterns.

The deviance scores ranged from 3 to 158 and were divided into
three degrees where 1 covers the range 0 - 49

3 " 100 -

.The rhvminq test consisted of nine tasks - Based on statistical-
criteria Èhe subjects were regarded as

. good rhyneis (5) (six correct cholces or more)

poor rhymers (5) (five correct choices) and

non-rhymers (14) (four correct choices or less)
(One subject was not tested.)

The svntactic production was assigned values from 1 to 4 ' where

1 indicated normal performance for the age '
2 nearlY normal,
3 below the norm and

4 far bel-ow the nolm for the age.

Lexical scores were calculated from the naming task' The

resul-ts were arranged into three groups \'/here

1 corresponds to 99? - 903 correct naming

2 " 89s-81
3 " 80? and less
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When first tested, the age of the subjects ranged from 3:9 to
6:6 as mentioned before. At the tirne of the present investiga-
tion, the children have attended school for 3 to 5 years. The

subjects' parents and teachers were intervievred about the
chi-ldren's reading and spelling, their general academic success

and their adjustment at school, as well as about the children's
enrolnent j.n special teaching programs and/or language programs

According to the parents, 46?. of. the children had had or stifl
had reading problems and 758 had spelling difficulties. Accôrd-
ing to the teachers, 558 of the children were poor readers and

only a few of them performed above the average. 40å were poor

spellers and about the same number were judged as average

spellers. Thus, in the parents opinion, spelling was more prob-
Iematic than reading, while the teachers considered reading a

bigger problem than spelIing. Although the judgements of the
parents and the teachers are not in complete agreement, the
number of poor readers and spellers ís much higher than in a

group of students of the same age with no history of language

disorder.

Two third of the children had been or stiÌl were enroled in
special teachíng programs or language programs. Earlier reports
on the higb frequency of reading and spelling problems among

language disordered children are thus supported.

Our aim was to eval-uated not only the reading and spelling per-
formance but the children's present linguistic and metalinguistic
ability as well. Both spoken and written performance in percep-
tion as well as production was to be considered.

Apart from the conventional reading and spelling tests, verbal
comprehension v¡as evaluated by means of Èhe Token test (de

Renzi et aL,19621. The test consists of tokens of various ge-

ometrical forms, sizes and colours to be maniPulated according
to verbal instructÍons.
The ion of ammatical relations was measured

by means of a test based on Luria's theories and developed fôr
linguistically normal children by Askman et al (1982). It
contains among other things inverted constructions, double
negations and double comparisóns.
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Comprehension on of syntactic structures were in-
vestJ-gated by encouraging the children to model syntactic
structures of various kinds.

Oral ion $¡as investigated by asking the children to telf

a story about a picture and written production by asking them

to v¡rite a composition about the same picture'
Finally, the children's phonofogical awareness was evaluated by

means of a rhyming test, the same one as was used when the

subjects were tested as pre-school children. The chifdren were

asked to choose rhyming word pairs out of sets of rhyming and

non-rhyming words.

Here are the preliminary results from the tests:

Reading and spelling Pe rformance

Nine of the 25 subjects made a fot of reading errors and two of

them clic1 not manage to read more than hal-f of the text' This

equals roughly the number of children judged by parents and

teachers as having reading probfems. Onty four of the subjects

read the text wiLh fess than five errors' Spelling performance

was somewhat better as six subjects made none or only one error

butten made a high amount of misspellings'

As can be seen in table 1, a1]- subjects with few reading errors

-made few spel-ling e.rrors, but not atl subjects with few spelling

errors made few reading errors. Seven of the 11 subjects who

made lots of reading errors al-so made lots of spelling errors,

while the other four made l-ess spelling errors. ThIee subiects

were better readers than spelJ-ers but six subjects were better

spell-ers than readers.

Lanquaqe comprehension

The Token lest was managed fairly well by the majority of the

subjects. six of them scored 1008 correct. A certain relation
to reading performance was found., as the two subjects who did

not manage to read the whole text both scored far befow the

others (13/22\ and five of the six subjects making more than 4

errors vrere among the worst readers.
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Tabel 1. Number of good (I), average
readers and spellers.

(II), and poor (IIf)
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Grammatical comprehens ion

The logic-grammatical test turned out to be more difficult than
the Token test, and only one subject scored,1008 correct. This
is what could be expected from the testing of finguistically
norrnal children (cf Askman et al, 1982) who also found some of
the tasks difficult to master. However; there seemed to exist a

certain connection between poor performance on the test and poor
reading, since all- nine subjects !"ith iow scores l< 18/221 aLso
scored low on the readj.ng test.

Comprehension and production of syntactic structures

This \4ras al-so a difficuft task for most subjects. None of them
scored higher than 9 out of 1 1 . No obv¡lous relation to reading
performance could be found by using only the raw data. The

quafj-tative analysis stil-1 remains to be done.

Spoken and written productíon

The linguistic analysis of the children's spoken and written
production when they were telling a story about a picture has
not yet been completed. Tt was obvious, however, that there was

no phonological deviance in the children's productÍon anymore.
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,
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4
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Metalinqu istic ability

The metalinguistic ability or more precisely the phonological
a\{areness of the subjects as measured by the rhyming test \^¡as

compared wi-th the children's spelling scores sínce it has

been argued .that phonological awareness predicts spelling per-
fbrmance better than reading performance. We found that all
good spellers obtained top scores on the rhyming test. So did
some of the avarage and poor spellers as wel1, but the poor

rhymers were all poor spellers (and readers). This j-ndicates

,that phonologicat avrareness (rhyming ability) is a necessary

but not sufficient prerequisite for spelling'

Reading egr-es

By means of a detailed linguistic analysis of the reading errors'

taking into account not only error types such as deletion or

addition but afso what kind of linguistic unit and $¡hat linguis-

tic l-evel that was affected by the error, it could be shown

that all readers did not use the same readÍng strategy '

The errors made by the best readers '^tere almost exclusively

nade on meaningful units, i-e- morphemes or words, the errors

made by the worst readers on meaningless units as phonemes and

syllables. Four poor readers, however, showed the same reading

strategy as the good readers in that the majority of their

errors included and affected meaningful units. Those four were

al-1 better spe11ers. than re¡ders. This sbrongly suggests that

when investigating reading and spelling proficiency it is in-

sufficient to account for the quantitative aspects only'

We started this investigation with the hypothesis that various

linguistÍc and metalinguistic factors are differentially rele-

vantforlearningtoreadandspell.Theaim\^tastoidentify
such factors and evaluate their importance as predictors for

language disordered chifdren's reading and spelling success'

The subjects' reading and spelling was therefore examined in

relation to pre-school data of the following types:
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1 - phonological patterns
2 - phonological deviance scores
3 - rhyming scores
4 - syntactic production
5 - Iexicon
This was done in order to evaluate to what extent the following
predictions based on the pre-school data are valid:
Value 1 on a certain factor \"¡as taken to predict good perform-
ance, value 2 av,erage performance and value 3 poor performance.

Predictions based on phonological patterns imply good perform-
ance for subgroups 1 and 3, and p99I performance for subgroup

4. No prediction is made for subgroup 2 besides what can be

predicted from the deviance scores.

All factors are regarded as equally potent predictors for
reading and spelling at this poínt. Each vafue is considered in
refation to reading and spelling performance \"/ith regard to
whether the prediction is met or not. By this procedure the
following ranking Iists for factors predÍctÍng reading and

spelling correctly urere set up:

READING

syntax
group
deviance score
rhyming
lexicon

.68

.50

.48

.44

.40

.60

.44

.42

.36

.36

SPELLING

syntax
rhyming
group
d.eviance score
lexicon

The factors predicted readíng correctly to a somewhat greater
extent than spelling. The best predictor for both reading and

spelling \^¡as syntax. (As mentj-oned before, this is the same

correlation as we found when conparing reading and spel-ling
with the resul-ts from the syntactic testing in the follow-up
study,) The least predictive factor was lexicon.

Rhyming ís the second best predictor for spelling' while for
reading rhyming is placed lo\^/er in the ranking list although
the prediction value is the same. ThÍs is as could be expecte.d

from many observations made by both ed.ucators and researchers
that phonological a\^¿areness (here measured by a rhyming task)
predicts spelling performance better than reading performance..
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The next step !'7as to check how wel-l reading and spelling re-
spectively were predicted by the five factors for each subject.
When all factors indicated the same outcome the prediction was

considered rel-iable. When one factor at the most contradicted
the others the prediction was considered less re1iab1e, Lrut

sti11 a prediction. UsÍng these principles, the readingpe¡:for¡n-
ance for nlne subjects is reliably'predicted, and for another
seven subjects less reliable predictions are made. Thus, readi¡rg
performance of '16 of the 25 subjects can be predícted wit.h
fairly good reliability . Spefl-inq performance is also rel-iabI
predicted for nine subjects and l-ess reliabJ-y for another six,
thus accounting for 15 of the 25 subjects.

When both reading and spe lling are considered in the same indi-
vidual, reliable predictions are made for six subjects and less
reliabl-e ones for seven subjects. Thus, it is possíbJ-e to make

correct predictions for 13 subjects. When both reading and

spelling are taken lnto account' seven subjects showed reading
and spelling scores that were contradictory to what was pre-
dicted from the factors. Four subjects had developed better
reading and spelIÍng than predicted, and three less good than
predicted. If syntax were considered a more powerfuÌ predictor
than the other factors, the three subjects that developed less
well than predicted and. one of the subjects that developed
better than predicted could be accounted for.
-When reading and spelling proficiency both have the same value
(good, poor or average), the predictions are more reliable than

when reading and spelling performance have different values,
e.g. poor spell-ing and avarage reading' oÌ good reading and

poor spelling. This is so. because the same factors have been

used for predictÍng both reading and spelling and, furthermore,
have been assigned eq'tral power for predicting both reading and

spelJ-ing. Some of the results suggest that some factors have

differentíaIly predictive values for reading and spelfing, as

e.g. rhyming, whieh is a better predictor for spelling than for
reading. A further analysis of differenLially predictive values
seems to be promising in the quest for more reliable predictions
Ì4rhen reading and spelling are performed at di-fferent levels.
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On Lhe-whole, pöor reading and spelling is nore often reliably
predicted than good reading and spelling. Five out of eight
subjects t¡¡ith poor read5-ng and spelling are correctly predicted
while only one subject out of five with good reading and spell-
ing is correctly predicted. For clinical purposes the more

frequent predictions of poor readers and spellers, i.e. the

identlfication of the at-risk children, is more important than

the correct identification of the oÈher group.

TO SUM UP

Pre-school children t'¡ith language disorders will have more

problems \,'rith reading and spelling in school than linguistically
normal children. This investigation has shown that

1. Reading and spelling performance in language disordered
children can be predicted frorn pre-school data.

2. The most important factor for predicting both reading and

spelling is syntactic ability, the least important for both
is lexicon.

3. one factor seems to predict spelling better than reading,
i.e. phonological a'$tareness as measured by rhyming ability.

4. Poor reading and spelling is more correctly predicteal than
good reading and spelling.

This research was partly supported by a grant from HSFR,
Swedish Counci.l for Research in the Humanities and Social
Sciences.
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